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Introduction

1Introduction

http://bit.ly/MediPal

Keeping track of your medicine can be difficult. Many people find it tiring 
and overwhelming to manage their medicine. MediPal aims to help these 
people by providing them with a digital solution that is convenient, 
organized, and easy to use. 



The key features of MediPal include the ability to keep track of multiple 
medications and supplements, to set scheduled reminders, and to access 
and update medicine information.

View the live prototype here:
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Brainstorming
Sector – Health

Alarm


Allergies


Alone


Ambulance


Anxiety


Appointments 


Bad eyesight 


Busy schedule


Booking Schedules


Child health


Cold and cough


COVID-19


Cystic fibrosis 


Daily routine 




Depression


Dependents 


Diabetes 


Dietmanaging


Disconnected 


Doctor 


Eating disorder


Elderly 


Emergency Room


Emergency Procedures


Energy 


EpiPen 


Expiration dates 


Expired 









Fear 


Forgetting medication


Food 


Feelings 


Friends 


Family health


Fitness


Health care


Heart Attack


Hectic Schedule


Hospital


Insomnia 


Independent


Iron supplements



Journal


Living alone


Longevity 


Managing medicine


Medicine cabinet


Medication/Supplements


Mental health


Nutrition 


Neuroscience


Over the counter drugs


Pandemic


Pill schedule


Positive Thinking


Running out 



Symptoms 


Scared 


Smoking 


Stress 


Stroke 


Social distancing 


Substance addiction


Staying safe


Vitamin C
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Half of all adult Canadians take at least one prescription medicine regularly, 
and 2/3 of those aged 65 + take 5 + each day.

“45.6% of Canadians: age 1+ (15.7 mil. people) use a min one nutritional 
supplement daily. 45% of children: 1-3 and 4-8 take nutritional supplements.”

Managing a medical routine is especially more difficult for people that take 
multiple medications

“More than one in five Canadian adults live with one of the following  
chronic diseases: CVD, cancer, CRD or diabetes.”

Taking or forgetting to take the proper medication doses, is a large problem 
across the world.  

Across all medicines, it has been estimated that up to 75% of people do not 
take their medicines properly.  

Problem

6Ideation

Managing your medical routine is hard. 

•     



•   



•    

•  

•     



•     

Incorrect Dosages

1

1

2

3

1. Statistics Canada. June 20 2017.Use of nutritional supplements, 2015. 
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/82-625-x/2017001/article/14831-eng.htm 



2. Public Health Agency of Canada. April 11, 2027.  How Healthy are Canadians?

https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/publications/healthy-living/how-healthy-canadians.ht
ml#shr-pg0



3. Epilepsyresearch Research UK. 2020. Poll Shows That Almost 50% Of People Forget To Take Their 
Medication At Least Once A Month. 
https://epilepsyresearch.org.uk/poll-shows-that-almost-50-of-people-forget-to-take-their-medication-at-le
ast-once-a-month/#:~:text=Patient%20adherence%20to%20medication%20regimes,could%20lead%20to
%20breakthrough%20seizures.



Solution
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The target audience for this application is both individuals as well as 

people with dependents.


Monitoring and keeping track of the medicine/supplements you have 


in your home 


Provides alarms and/or notifications for upcoming supplements or 

prescribed medications 


Notifies you when your medicine/supplements expire


Key Features

A privately secured medicine monitoring application 
that simplifies the users’ day-to-day medical regimes. 

•     



•  



• 


  


•      



Benchmark 
Analysis
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9Benchmark Analysis

MyMeds

MyMeds is medication management application. It sends daily medication 
reminders, analyzes your medication history, informs you of side effects and 
finds the best prices for your prescription.

Usability

Visual Design

Content

• 


• 

• 


• 


• 


• 

• 



• 

Lacks clarity in the navigation and some features


Simple design


Typography is inconsistent


Hard to read fonts 


Lack of consistent hierarchy


Colour treatment leads to illegible information

Dashboard with daily, upcoming, snoozed and 

new Reminders


Medical Tracking, Circle of Care and More
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Information Architecture

Technology

Novelty

Pain Points

• 


• 

• 



• 

• 


• 

• 



• 


• 

Medication is shared with everyone your connected to


Functional but can be improved

Limited medication input methods – can not scan 

barcodes, or search for medicine


No use of location services to access pharmacies

Sends daily reminders via text, email, or notifications


Syncs multiple health accounts

Users have to manually input medicine data, which is 

difficult formultiple medications


The design is inconsistent and confusing 


Not enough educational content for the user



Sortly

11Benchmark Analysis

Application that tracks inventory for businesses and teams

Usability

Visual Design

Content

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 



• 

Straightforward UX/UI  

Simple navigation system


Photography is the visual element. 

Good icon use

Simple colour and typeface use

Multiple subextensions 

Dashboard, inventory summary, recent items, 
Tagspage, Items page, Search page and More

Simple colour and typeface (sans serif) use
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Information Architecture

Technology

Novelty

Pain Points

• 


• 

• 


• 


• 

• 


• 


• 

• 


• 


• 


• 

Overall minimal and simple: follows a basic structure 


Typographic hierarchy appears unorganized at times 


Tracks products and user activities


Limited entries


Provides an in-app Barcode scanner

Sets up automatic in-app notifications


Data is synced through cloud and available offline


Accessible via multiple platforms

Cannot connect to 3rd parties


User entries are limited


Confusion on how to use certain features


Navigation issues 



Phase 1
Research
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PACT

Analysis

14Phase 1

PACT stands for People, Actions, Contexts, and Technology.

In our analysis, these categories are fulfilled in order to develop

a functional and user centered product.



People

This app is catered towards adults. Due to the growing amount of health 
conditions, the elderly maybe susceptible to higher probabilities of forgetting 
to take their medications. Simultaneously, young adults who are more aware 
of health trends, supplements and diets. Additionally, parents who have 
children with health conditions such as: asthma or anaphylactic allergies.

*Areas highlighted in blue are updated in accordance to our insights from user testing

15PACT Analysis



Activities

Users will also have 
the ability to manually input reminders for doctor appointments.


Goal: allow those with many medications or supplements to keep track of their 
routine. Users can manually input or scan their medication (with the barcode 
scanner) to import the data of their medication. Inputting information will allow 
users to set notifications to remind them of when to take their medicine, how 
many tablets there are, and when the medication expires. 

 

The app will allow users to keep track of both medicines and supplements, that 
they consume daily, through notifications and alarms. When the user has taken 
their medication, they can check off or confirm what they have taken. 


The checklist can be organized in a timeline to give the users a visual 
representation of what medications are scheduled for the designated day.  
Users can learn more about what medication or supplements they are 
taking by accessing the search bar for an online database. To keep their 
information private, they will have to create a login and can further protect 
it with two-factor authentication. Users can provide access to their account 
via a secondary account for caregivers.
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Contexts

The app will be used in enclosed environments such as at home or at work, 
however users will also use the app in outside environments. Due to these 
environments, factors such as lighting and noise may interfere with the overall 
user experience. 



Given the sensitive nature of healthcare records and data, some users may be 
concerned with the security of privacy. This app will be designed to consider 
privacy while allowing users to share and hide information from third parties, 
such as caregivers.



Internet or data connection will be required to access the medicinal database, 
however the user will be able to edit their data while offline, due to the varying 
locations where internet connection may be unavailable. 

17PACT Analysis



Technology

This app will contain notifications, user profiles, privacy authetication, a medicine 
or supplement archive, accessibility features, online medicine database search, 
and a barcode scanner. This app will be designed to consider privacy with one- 
-time passwords, and face or touch ID while allowing users to share and remove 
information with third parties, such as caregivers. They will also have the ability 
to utilize accessibility functions such as font size and light or dark modes to 
ensure readability.



Users will be able to add and manage medicine or supplement items to their 
personal digital medicine cabinet as well as set push notifications for when  
they need to take each medicine. Medication information can be manually

Users will have the ability to manually input scheduled reminders for doctor 
appointments. 

inputted by the user or automatically input via a barcode camera scan of the 
item. 

Additionally, an online database search function will be available 
for users to inquire about their medicines or supplements.



Internet or data connection will be required to access the medicine database as 
it will be stored on an external server. However, the user will be able to manage 
their alarms or notifications and check their medicine offline. Offline will ensure 
that the user will always receive notifications and have the flexibility of planning 
their routines on the go.

18PACT Analysis



System

Requirements
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*Areas highlighted in blue are features we revisited after conducting user interviews

Requirements

Medicine/Supplement 
Input

Log in/Sign up

User Authentication

Medicine Cabinet

Allows users to track 
their medications or 
supplements in the app

Allows users to access 
their own personal 
medicine cabinet and 
app records

Protects the users’ 
sensitive information

Allows users to view all 
their medication

List of Medication

Sign up (name, phone 
number, email)

or Login-in Credentials

Touch ID/Face ID/SMS 
Security Code

Records of the 
medicine/supplements 
they have inputted

A database item 

that stores users 
medicine/supplement 
information as well as 
records scheduled 
times

Authenticating users 
and granting them 
access to their 
accounts

Protects the users’ 
sensitive information

Digital database of 
user’s personal 
medicine/supplements 
inventory

Must have

Must have

Must have

Must have

Rationale Priority Content System Function

20System Requirements



User Profile

Push Notifications

Alarm

Q&A/FAQ/Help Centre

Allows users to have 
their own account with 
their information

Allows users to set 
reminders of when to 
take medication

Protects users with 
urgent reminders

Serves as an area with 
answers to user 
questions or issues 
regarding the app

Page with user 
information (name, 
email, change 
password, delete 
account)

Send set notifications

Audible and visual alert

Answers or information 
for user questions 
(navigation, use bugs, 
security, Privacy Policy, 
Terms and Conditions)

Logs user credentials 
and grants the user 
options to change 
account info or delete 
account

Send out notifications 
to remind users

Alerts user of the set 
task

Stores information

Must have

Must have

Must have

Should have

Requirements Rationale Priority Content System Function

21System Requirements



Caregiver (viewer of 
app)

Search 

Expiry Date Notification

Font Size

By allowing others to 
view and not edit 
information, privacy and 
user information is 
protected

Allows users to find 
information on specific 
medicine/supplements

Notifies users of their 
medications expiration 
dates 

A personalized or 
accessibility function 

A less detailed version 
of the app, allowing 
users to only view data 
and receive 
notifications

Links to online 
databases

Medicines’ expiration 
dates

Adjust the font size

Light information mode 
for view only, block 
changing information

Searchesonline 
databases for 
information regarding 
medicine/supplements

Sends out system 
notification(s) of the 
expiration date

Changes appearance of 
information displayed

Should have

Should have

Should have

Should have

Requirements Rationale Priority Content System Function
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Light/Dark Mode

Barcode Scanner

Language Settings

Doctor’s Appointment 
Notification

Allows for accessible 
viewing of app

Input medication 
information via 
scanning

Allows users to use app 
in language other than 
English

Notifies users of 
upcoming Doctor’s 
Appointments

Different colour 
settings

Database of medicines 
(how often to take it, 
amount to take, side 
effects, use of 
medicine)

Choices for preferred 
langauges

Doctor’s appointment 
data and time

Changes the 
appearance of the 
information displayed

Scan barcodes and 
record the information

Displays app 
information in chosen 
language

Sends out system 
notification of doctor’s 
appointment

Should have

Could have

Could have

Could have

Requirements Rationale Priority Content System Function
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System

Map
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Medicine Database

(Search bar)

User Profile Linked Accounts

Onboarding
•   Log in  

•   Create An Account 

•   Tour

•   Request prescription feature

•   Send request to pharmacy

 

•   Profile

•   Delete Account

•   Log out  

•   Change Password


•   Manage Accounts

•   Share accounts


•   Medicine/Nutrient Schedule/Reminders

•   Expiry dates Notification

•   Switch account 

•   Schedule (visual)

•   Task checklist


•   Search Online Database for 

    Medicines/Supplements

•   Add Medicine (+)


•   Language  

•   Display

     • Font Size

     • Light & Dark Mode

•   Push Notifications

•   FAQ

•   Switch account


25System Map

•   Set Scheduled Reminders

•   Select push notification and/or   

    alarm for specific reminders







•   Delete/Add/Change Info

•   Note medicine side effects

•   Prescription Request

•   Track the amount of pills left 

     per bottle 

•   Edit Schedule


•   Stores User’s Medicine or 

    Supplement Inventory

•   Edit Medicine (pills)

    Delete/Add/Change Info and

    Add/Edit reminders

•   Track the amount of 

     left pills per bottle 

•   Note medicine side effects

•   Add Medicine (+) 


Prescription 
RequestEdit Medicine

Medicine Cabinet Settings

Home



User 

Personas
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Persona 1

Liz Lopez

Liz Lopez is a highly motivated and organized individual in her third year 
of University, working to complete her degree in Computer Engineering. 
Between working on her schoolwork, spending time with friends and not 
missing her daily Birth Control, Liz gets anxious very easily and thus 
needs an organized schedule to make sure she is on top of her work, 

to avoid feeling overwhelmed.

Busy young adult

Bio

21

Female


Full-Time Student

Age: 
Gender: 
Occupation: 

Demographic

•     Meticulous and organized

•	    Experiences “Burnout” occasionally

•	    Spends majority of her time at home by herself

Liz needs a way to digitally organize her medications as it allows 

for peace of mind

Would like a way to refill her medications without leaving her home

She is worried she might forget to take her Birth Control one day 

with all her work  

Traits/Attributes

Pain Points/Needs

Hobbies

•     Learning new programming languages

•	    Meditation

•	    Working out at home 

•     

  
•     

  •     
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Persona 2

George Castellani

George Castellani is a retired teacher, who lives with his son and grandson. 
He is a health fanatic and loves to play soccer with his family. However, 
George has Type 1 Diabetes and has to take insulin as well as check his 
blood sugar multiple times a day. He is quite forgetful and tends to forget 
about his blood sugar levels, which concerns his family since he engages 
in intense physical activity often. To avoid causing his family worry, George 
wants to ensure that he keeps his health in check and under control - due 
to previous health scares regarding his Diabetes. He takes several different 
supplements as well as to keep his body in good health.

Diabetic Grandfather

Bio

65

Male


Retired

Age: 
Gender: 
Occupation: 

Demographic

•     Health fanatic

•	    Likes to solve issues himself without the help of others

•	    Loves sports and working out

Wants to organize his daily insulin shots and blood sugar checks

Forgets to take his medication which is concerning 

to his family

Needs something that can remind him quickly while he is on the go,  
therefore a quick and easy visual reminder is necessary

Traits/Attributes

Pain Points/Needs

Hobbies

•     Loves soccer

•	    Running

•	    Reading the newspaper 

•  
•  

•  
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Persona 3

Karen O’Connor

Karen O’Connor is a mom of three children, ages 12, 10 and 5. She stays 
home to take care of her children but also has her own side hustle selling 
embroidered designs. She is always busy taking care of her children. She 
lives with her husband, and children in a sub-urban neighbourhood. She is 
very involved with her community and is part of her neighbourhood’s 
Homeowners Association. 

Mother of 3

Bio

42

Female


Stay-at-home Mom and Embroiderer

Age: 
Gender: 
Occupation: 

Demographic

•     Very meticulous and organized

•	    Outspoken and sometimes loud when excited

•	    Loving and supportive, full of patience

10 year old has an epi-pen for both at home and for school, but she always 
forgets when they need to be replaced

Her 10 and 12 year olds have ADHD have been prescribed regular doses of 
Adderall, but she is very busy and sometimes forgets to give them their doses 

Having small children, they get sick easily and she doesn’t know when she 
runs out of cough, cold or fever medicine 

All her children regularly take vitamin gummies before school, but she 
sometimes forgets

She is diabetic and has high blood pressure. She doesn’t know the 
complicated names of medicines and is not sure which prescribed 
medication is which.

Traits/Attributes

Pain Points/Needs

Hobbies

•     Disney movies

•	    Embroidery

•	    Collecting new and novel arts and crafts supplies

•     



•	  



  •     



•	  

•     
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Persona 4

Rose Clarkson

Rose is a mother of one daughter and a grandmother to three children.  
A few years ago, her husband passed away and she’s been living alone  
in her house ever since. With her increasing mobility difficulties, and her  
lack of a car, they are affecting her independence; considering that most 
stores are too far away for her to walk too. She is avid that she won’t move, 
but her high blood pressure and heart problems make her dependent on 
others to get her medicine. She is having trouble remembering to take all  
her medication and wants to be able to buy and manage her schedule better.  

Elderly Person

Bio

70

Female


Retired

Age: 
Gender: 
Occupation: 

Demographic

•     Forgetful, having a hard time remembering what medication to take

•	    Can be easily overwhelmed/stressed out and emotional

•	    She is not a tech wiz

Rose often finds herself misplacing her medicine and forgetting to take her 
medication on time

Rose needs an easier way to order her medication, without feeling like an 
inconvenience, and organizing her timed prescriptions

She gets headaches if she spends to much time looking	at her phone, so the 
user flows have to be a simple 

Traits/Attributes

Pain Points/Needs

Hobbies
•     Watering her flowers and gardening

•	    Loves watching cooking shows

•	    Taking photos of her garden 

•     



    •     



    •     
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User 

Scenarios

31Phase 1



Scenario 1

Liz Lopez has a test tomorrow at 6pm, which 

is the time she usually takes her Birth Control. 
She does not want to forget to take it and needs 
a reminder for a later time.

Persona 1a

32User Scenarios

The ability to edit the reminder time for her daily birth control.

Reminders

Needs

Features

Flow A

Flow B

Home 
page

Home 
page

Reminders

Medicine 
Cabinet

Birth Control pills

Birth Control pills

Edit Reminder time

Edit Reminder time

Tap ‘Save’ or ‘Done’

Tap ‘Save’ or ‘Done’



Home 
page

Medicine 
Cabinet

Scenario 2

Liz wants to take a new multivitamin to improve 

her overall daily health, however with so many 
over-the-counter options available, she is not 
sure which one she should get.

Persona 1b

33User Scenarios

The ability to search up over-the-counter medications and read what vitamins 
they contain, so she can purchase one that suits her needs and then add it to 

her daily routine.

Medicine Database 

Medicine Cabinet

Needs

Features

Flow A

Search ‘over the 
counter’

Look at multivitamins Add ‘+’ multivitamin



Scenario 3

Liz needs to know how many pills she has left 
for her Birth Control so she can plan out her 
days accordingly and know when to request a 
refill to avoid missing a day. 

Persona 1c

34User Scenarios

The ability to check how many pills she has left in her current medication and to 
request a refill to pick up for a certain day.

Medicine Cabinet

Prescription Request

Needs

Features

Flow A

Select Birth Control 
medicine item

Check the pills left
Tap ‘Prescription 

Request’
Send prescription 

request
Home 
page

Medicine 
Cabinet



Scenario 4

George engages in physical activity often and 
tends to forget to check his blood sugar levels 
throughout the day. He wants to schedule 
reminders every few hours to remind himself to 
check his blood sugar so his diabetes does not 
affect his ability to engage in physical activity.

Persona 2a

35User Scenarios

The ability to set alarm notifications to check his blood sugar levels.

Reminders

Needs

Features

Flow A

Reminders Add Reminder Input/Add information Tap ‘Done’ or ‘Save’
Home 
page



Home 
page

Scenario 5

George is often out of his home during the 
day and has a hard time remembering how 
much insulin he has left. He wants a tool to 
help him log how much insulin he has that 
he can access remotely without having to 
physically be at his home.

Persona 2b

36User Scenarios

The ability to track his medicine supply.

Medicine Cabinet

Needs

Features

Flow A

Medicine 
Cabinet Select Insulin item

Check the amount of 
insulin  left



Home 
page

Scenario 6

George takes several different supplements and 
struggles with remembering when to take each 
one. He wants to organize all his supplements 
into one place so that he can set up reminders, 
on his phone, of when to take each one while 

on the go. 

Persona 2c

37User Scenarios

The ability to set scheduled reminders for each of his supplements.


Reminders

Needs

Features

Flow A

Select the ‘Add’ button Input/Add information Tap ‘Done’ or ‘Save’
Repeat for each 

supplement
Medicine 
Cabinet



Scenario 7

Karen’s 10 year old has an EpiPen both at home 
and at school, however, their expiry dates are 
different. Karen always forgets when they 
expire as they expire every 12-18 months. 

Persona 3a

38User Scenarios

The ability to set reminders to remind her to replace the expirying EpiPens.

Medicine Cabinet

Reminders

Needs

Features

Flow A

Click the ‘Add 

Medicine’ button Add information Tap ‘Done’ or ‘Save’

Repeat for the 

second EpiPen

Home 
page

Medicine 
Cabinet



Scenario 8

With Covid-19, Karen’s busy schedule has 
become even more hectic.mIt includes making 
sure her children are attending class and 
cooking every- one’s breakfast and lunch.  
She sometimes forgets if she had given her 
children their Vitamin C and D gummies after 
their breakfast.

Persona 3b

39User Scenarios

The ability to track if her children had been given the gummies.

Checklist

Needs

Features

Flow A

View task checklist
Home 
page

Status of the Vitamin 

C and D tasks 



Scenario 9

Karen has her child’s Adderall and her own 
medication, which all have confusing names, 
and she often forgets which ones do what. 

Persona 3c

40User Scenarios

The ability to look up which medication does what and potentially their side effects.

Medical Database Search

Needs

Features

Flow A

Input medicine name 

in search bar

Tap Search Tap correct medicine
Read the information 


needed

Flow B

Select medicine 
item entry

Tap medication’s 
‘Information’ icon

View information 
about medication

Home 
page

Medicine 
Cabinet

Home 
page

Medicine 
Cabinet



Scenario 10

Rose’s medicine is expiring. She usually asks 
her neighbours if they can give her a ride, but 
they’re on vacation. She needs to order her over 
the counter medicine.

Persona 4a

41User Scenarios

The ability to request medicine or a prescription from the pharmacy.

Prescription Request

Needs

Features

Flow A

Select medicine item
Tap ‘Prescription 

Request’
Tap ‘Prescription 

Request’
Send prescription 

request
Home 
page

Medicine 
Cabinet



Scenario 11

Rose was recently given a new prescription 
medicine and wants to upload it on her app.

Persona 4b

42User Scenarios

Create a new medicine file and upload the new information.

Medical Database 

Search Medicine Cabinet

Needs

Features

Flow A

Click ‘Add’
Add medicine 
information

Save information

Flow B

Search desired 
medicine

Input additional

information

Add to Medicine 
Cabinet

Home 
page

Medicine 
Database

Home 
page

Medicine 
Cabinet



Scenario 12

Rose just found out that her timed prescriptions 
have changed. She needs to change her alarm 
before she forgets.

Persona 4c

43User Scenarios

The ability to edit an existing prescription schedule.

Medicine Cabinet

Reminders

Needs

Features

Flow A

Edit ‘Prescribed 
Medication’ alarm

Input new alarm time Tap ‘Done’ or ‘Save’

Flow B

Select ‘Prescribed 
Medication’ item

Input new alarm time Tap ‘Save’ or ‘Done’
Home 
page

Medicine 
Cabinet

Home 
page

Reminders



Interview 

Plan
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1. 

2. 



3. 

45Interview Plan

This user study will be conducted to understand the difficulties of managing 
or tracking medicines and supplements at home, work and on-the-go. The 
goal is to gain a better grasp of the challenges users may encounter with 
different systems of tracking and keeping up-to-date with their pharmaceuticals. 
This information will be used to develop possible design solutions of this 
application, and ensure that the users needs are met.

What challenges do people encounter when keeping track of medications?

Are people willing to use digital applications to track and manage 

their healthcare?

What are the potential medical tracking needs of each demographic?

Statement of the user study goals. What are we 
researching and why is it important?

What are the big questions that we need to better 
enhance our design systems or existing systems?

The main ethical issue we may encounter could be that some participants 
are reluctant to share their medication history, personal or dependent 
information. We will ensure that the interviewee that all the data will 
remain anonymous and that the participants understand that they can 
withdraw from any question(s) or the whole interview if they are 
uncomfortable to answer. We will ensure that the use of information  
is solely used for research purposes.

Ethical questions we may encounter. How will we 
address these?
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Provide a copy of the questions asked and 

the methods applied

1. 

2. 



3.

4.



5.



6.

7.

8.

 

How old are you?

Which one out the following are you: working, student, retired or other

(Please specify)

When it comes to scheduling, do you use or have any apps on your phone?

Do you have a lot of medications? If yes, what types of medications?

(i.e. prescribed medications, over the counter medications, or supplements).

How often do you use medication? Are any of the dosages prescribed to be 
taken at a strict schedule?

How often does your OTC medication expire, without you remembering?

How often do you run out of refills and need extra/more prescription?

Do you keep track of your medications and supplements? If yes, what do 

you use?

9. 



10. 

11.

Do you have any dependents who take supplements or special 
medication(s)? If yes, how often?

Where do you keep your medication?

If there was a digital platform to help you and your dependents, what are 
some features that you would like to see?
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General Insights

This app is catered towards adults. Due to the growing amount of health 
conditions, the elderly maybe susceptible to higher probabilities of forgetting to 
take their medications. Simultaneously, young adults who are more aware of 
health trends, supplements and diets. Additionally, parents who have children 
with health conditions such as: asthma or anaphylactic allergies.

Reminders and Notifications

From our user interviews, all of the participants specified notifications 
for when to take their medication as a suggested feature. Many of the 
participants specified that they refill prescriptions multiple times a year. 
This means that a reminder/notification feature would be a helpful tool 
for users to keep track of when to refill their medication. Two of the 
participants indicated that they have had medication expire without their 
notice. Furthermore, many interviewees suggested reminders for when 
medication expires would be a helpful feature.

• 


• 


• 


• 

Expiry notification


Medication reminders


Refill notification


Doctor appointment notifications
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Ease of UseLocation
Many of the interviewees mentioned that they did not use apps to manage their 
medication, as the process was inconvenient. Many of the interviewees did not 
want a complicated application, but rather an application with simple features. 
However, many faced the challenge of being unaware of when their medication 
expires. Some worried that their medication was expiring without them knowing. 
These responses helped us validate the importance of application, and being 
aware of your medicine intake, as well as ensuring that our app is easy to use 
and accessible to a larger demographic.

Based on the answers provided, the placement of pharmaceuticals differed 
between participants, some on-the-go while others at home. Some participants 
specified that they kept different pharmaceuticals in different locations. From 
these diverging answers, the Medicine Cabinet feature of our app would aid in 
organizing where each medicine/supplement is by allowing users to input the 
specific location of the pharmaceutical.
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FC385E

E3E4E6

FFCF14

1581FF

E3E4E6

Typeface: Roboto

Heading

Subheading

Body

Medical monitoring is a practical app that is 
designed to save people time while they follow 
their schedules. Therefore, a clean yet vibrant 
interface is necessary for the usability of our 
application. This mood board aims to show 
UX/UI elements that target these goals. 

Professional, clean, simple, trustworthy, 
reliable, friendly, engaging



Body

Subheading

Heading
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8C81F7

6A81DE
D9EFED

Easy, calm, friendly, encouraging, 
welcoming, playful, vibrant

Typeface: Inter

This app is designed to encourage and remind 
people to take their medications. With a fun yet 
clean approach, the fun elements with vibrant 
colours allow the users users feel encouraged 
and supported, to use the app. The clean and 
simple interface allows for users to not feel 
overwhelmed, allowing the user to take their 
medications and take better steps to their 
health overall. 
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4B63E7

90DCFE

B6D9DF

FF6F62

Minimal, welcoming, clear, 

modern, calming

Body

Subheading

Heading


Typeface: Product Sans + DIN NEXT LT Pro

This app is designed to encourage and remind 
people to take their medications. With a fun yet 
clean approach, the fun elements with vibrant 
colours allow the users users feel encouraged 
and supported, to use the app. The clean and 
simple interface allows for users to not feel 
overwhelmed, allowing the user to take their 
medications and take better steps to their 
health overall. 



Heading 1

Simple, bold, clean, neat, straightforward, 
comprehensive, calming, appealing, 
inviting, clear, trustworthy
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615B5BACACAC

0395A4

000000

01EBD2

Typeface: Roboto

Medicine Monitoring is an app that mainly caters 
to older users who are not as comfortable with 
technology, hence the need for legible text and a 
simple interface. Also, the app has personal 
information hence the need for it to look trust-

-worthy to mallow users to be comfortable with 
the experience.

Subheading

Body
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Onboarding
Log in page Log in 1 Log in 2 – Security Log in 3 – Security

Create Account 1 Create Account 2 Create Account 3 Create Account 4
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Create Account 5 Create Account 6 Create Account 7

Create Account 10

Create Account 8

Create Account 9 Create Account 11 Create Account 12

Onboarding
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Onboarding
Create Account 13 Create Account 14 Create Account 15

Home
Change AccountHome Page
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Scan and Add - 1 Scan and Add - 2 Scan and Add - 3

Medicine Search - 2

Scan and Add - 4

Medicine Search - 1

Medicine 
Database
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Reminder Page Add Reminder Page Add Reminder Page 2 Edit Reminder Page 3  

Edit Reminder Time

Reminders
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Medicine Cabinet Medicine Information Edit Medicine

Add Medicine

Prescription Request

Prescription confirmation


Medicine 
Cabinet
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Language PageSettings Page

Settings
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Onboarding
Log in page Log in 1 Log in 2 – Security Log in 3 – Security

Create Account 1 Create Account 2 Create Account 3 Create Account 4
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Onboarding
Create Account 5 Create Account 6 Create Account 7

Create Account 10

Create Account 8

Create Account 9 Create Account 11 Create Account 12
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Onboarding
Create Account 13 Create Account 14 Create Account 15

Read more infoHome Page Complete Task Switch Account

Home
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Medicine 
Database

Medicine Search - 1 Medicine Search - 2 Database Item Barcode Scanner

Reminders
Reminder Page Edit Reminder Add Reminder Page 1 Add Reminder Page 2  
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Medicine 
Cabinet

Medicine Information Medicine Cabinet Add Medicine Refill Request

Refill RequestConfirmationRefill RequestConfirmation



70Visual Compositions

History Language AccessibilitySettings Page

Settings

Font Size
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Evaluate the flow and organization between the features  
and navigation.

Gauge the effectiveness of the Medicine Cabinet feature.

Gauge the effectiveness of the reminders feature.

Analyze the effectiveness of the app’s search function. 

Analyze the effectiveness of the app’s search function 
• 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Can the user easily view/edit medicine information?

Can the user easily interact with the task system?

Can the user easily add a medicine to the app?



Are the onboarding questions relevant to the user? (e.g. asking for the 
number of dependants) 

How easy is it to create an account?

Are there any unnecessary questions in the onboarding process?



How effective is it to navigate between screens?

Are the navigation icons easy to interpret the context?

Can the user easily locate tasks?



Are users able to efficiently locate reminders?

Can the users easily schedule reminders for their medicine?



Can the user easily find information on a medicine?

Can the user effortlessly add medicine to the medicine cabinet 

after using the search function?





Privacy Information

Facilitator Script

74User Testing Plan

Think Aloud ProtocolOpening Statement
We would like to clarify that we are testing the capabilities and user-friendliness 
of the application and not you or your abilities. If you encounter any difficulties 
completing any of the tasks, we will guide you and provide help if required.  
We are hoping to improve our product so we encourage you to speak your  
mind and voice your opinions on the application as you perform a series of  
tasks within the app. 

Hi, thank you for agreeing to participate in MediPal’s user testing. My name is 
(name of primary researcher 1) and I will be walking you through the session 
today with the help of (names of researcher 1, 2, and 3). We are a group of 
students from the York/Sheridan program in Design currently pursuing a 
course called User-centred Design: Prototyping and Usability. We are 
conducting a series of user testing sessions in order to assess the user 
interaction and experience of our digital application. 

Before we start our user testing, we would like to review the informed Consent 
Form with you [review consent form]. We would like to emphasize your right to 
withdraw from the study at any time including before, during, or after the study is 
conducted. If you choose to withdraw from the study, your collected data will be 
permanently deleted.



Research Objectives
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Participants 

Test Script Project Brief 
You are a 60 year-old grandmother that lives with your 15 year-old granddaughter. 
You are searching for a convenient and easy way to keep track of your daily medi- 
-cations for yourself and your dependent. You hear that the MediPal app will 
allows you to manage your medications while being able to schedule reminders 
for when to take your medication. You decide to try out the app for yourself.

Keeping track of your medicine can be difficult. Many people find it tiring and 
overwhelming to manage their medicine. MediPal aims to help these people 
by providing them with a digital solution that is convenient, organized, and 
easy to use. 



The key features of MediPal include the ability to keep track of multiple 
medications and supplements, to set scheduled reminders, and to access 
and update medicine information.

Our selected participants for user testing are:


• 


• 


• 

Working adults 


Parents who manage their children’s medicine


University Students 
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77Objectives, Tasks & Scenarios

Onboarding

Scenario 1 - Create an account

Scenario 2 -  Onboarding

You are new to the app and would like to create an account while considering 
your privacy via sms.

You are new to the app and want to start managing your daily medications 
better. You are a 60-year-old grandparent who takes medication every day, 
who lives with a 15-year-old granddaughter that you take care of.
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Home

Scenario 3 - Explore home page

Scenario 4 - Tasklist confirmation

You finished creating an account and log in, now you want to explore the 
home page.

You just took your medication, Lotrel, a medicine for your high blood pressure 
and would now like to mark it as complete.
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Medicine Cabinet

Scenario 5 - Check how much medicine is left Scenario 7 - Changing dose time

Scenario 6 - Adding an over the counter medicine

You want to check how much Adderall you have left. You notice that you only 
have 3 pills left and you want to send a request to your doctor for more. 

You take your high blood pressure medication, Lotrel, twice a day, once at 7:00 
am and another at 8:00 pm. However, you recently started working later and wish 
to change your daily morning notification for your Lotrel dose to 8:00 am.

You want to add a partially used bottle of Tylenol into the app to keep track of 
how much is left and when it expires. The bottle only has 20 pills left and expires 
in January. 
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Reminders

Scenario 8 - Add reminder

Scenario 9 - Edit reminder

You want to add a new reminder that repeats every Sunday at 1:00 pm for your 
amino acid supplement called L-Lysine for a dose 1 pill.

You usually take your Vitamin D supplement during your lunch, however, you 

take your lunch an hour later and want to change your Vitamin D notification 

to 1:00 pm.
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Medicine Database

Scenario 10 - Search for prescribed medication
You have been prescribed Ambien Oral for your insomnia and want to learn more 
about it. After reading about Ambien Oral you want to add it to the app.



You want to set up alarms and notifications for 9:00 pm everyday to take your 
dose of 1 pill.
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Settings

Scenario 11 - My history

Scenario 12 - Font size

You want to see if you missed any medications on November 6th. After seeing 
that you did not miss any medications you go back to November 8th.

You have a hard time reading some small text and want to increase the font size 
to a larger size. 



User Testing
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Objective
Analyze the effectiveness of the onboarding processes

Task 1 -  Creating an account 

struggles with 
page to page navigation and confirmation of SMS.
All of the participants successfully created an account with some

*Text highlighted in orange were areas user’s encountered difficulty.

• 



• 


• 


• 

2/3 participants struggled with page to page navigation on the bottom of  

the page.


2/3 participants expressed the need for an SMS message confirmation.


Participant 2 spent time reading over the “What brings you to us” options.


Participant 2 suggested “Next” and “Back” buttons.
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Objective
Analyze the effectiveness of the onboarding processes

Task 2 -  Creating a profile 

confusion on the 

onboarding questions and clarification on the dependants section.
All of the participants were able to make their profile with 

• 



• 


• 


• 


• 

All of the participants spent significant amount of time on the 

onboarding questions.


All of the users needed clarification on what dependants were.


2/3 participants looked for inputs in the dependants summary page.


Participant 2 asked about how the profile picture will be added.


Participant 3 looked for input fields in the dependants summary.
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Objective
Evaluate the flow and organization between the features and navigation

Task 3 - Exploring the homepage

 general 
confusion on the organization of the notifications section and calender.
All of the participants successfully explored the homepage with a

• 


• 


• 


• 

2/3 expressed confusion on the calender.


All of the users spent a significant amount of time on the notifications.


Participant 3 spent time looking over the profile and date section.


Participant 1 suggested categorizing the notifications.
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the reminders feature

Task 4 -  Confirming completed task

All participants were able to complete the task.

• 
 All of the participants completed the task easily.
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the Medicine Cabinet feature

Task 5 -  Sending a prescription request

however, all participants 

had difficulties.
All participants were able to complete the task; 

• 



• 


• 



• 

Participant 1 showed some confusion on what to do after viewing 

the amount of pills left.


Participant 3 had trouble finding the prescription request.


Participant 3 expressed that the input boxes of the prescription 

request should be linked properly.


Participant 2 experienced network lag while completing the task.
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the Medicine Cabinet feature

Task 6 - Adding a bottle of Tylenol into the app

however, all experienced some 
confusion while completing the task.
All participants were able to complete the task; 

• 



• 


• 



• 

Participant 1 showed some confusion when they saw that the 

Tylenol was already added to the app.


Participant 1 and 3 had trouble finding where to click to input 

information.


Participant 3 articulated that the affordance for adding a photo 

for the medication was not clear.


Participant 2 was unsure if they completed the task.
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the Reminders feature

Task 7 – Change your Lotrel reminder from 7am to 8am

however, all had some difficulty 
and 1 had a suggestion.
All participants were able to complete the task; 

• 



• 



• 


Participant 1 showed some difficulty in identifying where they should 

click to edit the information.


Participant 2 was unsure of what to do and whether of not they 

completed the task.


Participant 3 showed difficulty in identifying where they should click 

to edit the information. They suggested having clarification for the 

description and being able to indicate information updates.
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the Reminders feature

Task 8 – Add a new reminder for your L-Lysine

however, 1 was unsure 
and 1 expressed difficulty and a suggestion.
All participants where able to complete the task;

• 


• 


Participant 2 was unsure if the task was completed. 


Participant 3 expressed difficulty in understanding where to edit the 

reminder for L-Lysine. They believed that they could edit the reminder 

from the ‘Medicine Cabinet. They suggested that if you are editing a 

reminder or creating a reminder, the information should already edit in 

the Medicine Cabinet.
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the Reminders feature

Task 9 – Update your Vitamin D notification

however, 1 expressed an inquiry.All participants where able to easily complete the task;

• 

 Participant 2 was unsure if the task was completed. 
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the Reminders feature

Task 10 - Search and Save Ambien Oral

2/3 participants were 
unsure about whether the medication was saved or not.
2/3 users did not have difficulty completing the task. However, 

• 


• 



• 

Participant 2 and Participant 3 was unsure if the task was completed. 


Participant 3 expressed difficulty in understanding the ‘Navigation’ bar 

suggesting a label under each function.


Participant 3 suggested a confirmation page.
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Objective
Evaluate the flow and organization between the features and navigation

Task 11 - Check History for Missed Notifications

2/3 participants did not initially 
locate the ‘History’ in ‘Settings’.
2/3 users did not have difficulty completing the task. 

• 



• 

Participant 2 and Participant 3 was unsure where the ‘History’ page 


was located.


Participant 1 expressed that the ‘History’ page was not organized in a 

location that was easy to access.
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Objective
Analyze the effectiveness of the app’s search function 

Task 12 - Increase the Font Size

1/3 participants had 
difficulty
2/3 participants easily located the function to change fonts. 

 locating the settings.

• 

 Participant 3 suggested ‘Accessibilty’ to the seperating ‘Font size’ and ‘Dark 

Mode’ or just calling it “Screen Settings”.
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97User Testing Reflection

Procedure

How things went What occurred during test
Overall, the user testing went well. There were only a few minor issues during 
each of the user testings, one being a short connectivity issue in Figma for 
participant 2. Participants were all able to follow and complete the scenarios 
and gave constructive feedback that will aid in improving our app. Over Zoom 
Communications, we were able to conduct 3 user testings.

We completed our user testing sessions over the video conferencing platform 
Zoom. Participants completed their testing during their previously decided 
upon timeslot. Each session began with the primary facilitator reading 
through the facilitator script to the participant overviewing what the testing 
was for, a briefing of the project, and how the testing would be conducted. 
The primary facilitator then reviewed the consent form with the participant, 
where the facilitator emphasized the participant’s right to withdraw from the 
study at any time. We then sent the participant a link to an interactive 
prototype of our app and began the user testing. The principle investigator 
began the testing prompting the participant with tasks, while 2-3 supporting 
investigators observed the participant and took notes. Upon completing all 
tasks, the primary facilitator then conducted an interview with the participant 
to gain important insights that may or may not have been shown during the 
testing. After each session, the primary facilitator and the supporting 
investigators discussed and reviewed their findings. 
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Expectations Challenges and surprises
Overall, participants responded well to our app and were able to navigate 
through tasks easily. Certain sections (i.e. reminders and the medicine 
cabinet), participants encountered more difficulties than we expected and 
revealed problems we had not recognized. While other sections (i.e. search, 
settings, and home), participants encountered a few errors and issues that 

we were aware. 

Due to performing the user tests remotely through Zoom, we experienced 
issues concerning internet connectivity. This was apparent for participant 2 
where there were a few moments of glitching and delay with the Figma 
document. Another reoccuring issue was facilitator errors with the user 
scenario order and prompting. This caused confusion in some participants 
when the prototype links did not work. 
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Reflection

How did you find the user testing process? Would you change anything next time?
The user testing process was straightforward and simple, with some difficulty 
avoiding leading the participant in some scenarios. We found the process to be 
extremely beneficial to us in our application development as we were able to 
obtain accurate and unbiased insight from a third-party audience.

The most crucial change that would benefit our user testing in the future would 
be to reword our user scenarios to make them easier for the participants to 
understand. In many cases, the participants would forget what the task was 
and needed it to be repeated in order to complete the task. Also, we noticed 
that many participants were perplexed with the pre-inputed information and 
being given a user persona that they were required to perform as. So in the 
future, we would ensure better communication with our participants prior to 
testing, when explaining the briefs.

What have you learned during the process?
Overall, user testing gave us crucial insights on how user’s would interact with 
our app and an opportunity to see any problems or issues that needed to be 
addressed in the design of our app. Through our testing we were able to test 
our app with our target demographic and helped us understand how they 
would interact with the app. Also, we learned how to conduct user testing 
effectively and how to interact with research participants. We also learned by 
trial and error how to articulate and guide users through task with ambiguity 
rather than “leading” them to the intended action. 
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Onboarding

101Proposed Changes

Back buttons

 -UX Back arrows were added to the onboarding process so users have the ability  
to return to a previous step.

*Areas highlighted in blue are updated in accordance to our insights from user testing



Onboarding
Onboarding navigation buttons

 -UI Text headings for the next and back buttons were added to aid users with 
less familiarity with digital iconography.
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Onboarding
Dependent definition

 -UI Changed wording for easier understanding 

UI consistency: forms, text hierarchy.
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Removal of reminders page

Navigation icon titles

Navigation icon titles

Navigation bar
Removal of reminders page, Navigation icon titles &  
Highlighted navigation icons

 -UX The stand-alone reminders screen was removed to simplify the user’s 
inputting/editing/removing process into one location (Medicine Cabinet).

 -UI Text headings for the navigation buttons were added to aid users with less 
familiarity with digital iconography.

 -UX Navigation icons now highlight when a page is active to aid in navigation.
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Calendar

Expirations and Refills 

Home page
Calendar & ‘Expirations and Refills’ section

 -UX/UI A calendar icon and a full calendar was added to the home page to ease 
navigation between days and easily view history. 

 -UI Date subheading was emphasized so users are more aware of the date.

 -UI Notification section was replaced with Expirations and Refills to clarify 
between different notifications. 

 -UI Checklist icons were revised without checkmarks so users can see that it is 
a checklist function.   
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Medicine Cabinet page
Search function

 -UI A search function was added into the Medicine Cabinet so users can 
quickly access cabinet items quickly and reduce scrolling.

 -UX/UI
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Home Page
Change account function

 -UI The change account function’s layout change to a slide-up tab to be 
easier for users to see.

 -UX/UI
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Medicine Cabinet page & Medicine Database page
Confirmation alert

 -UI A confirmation alert was added so users can visually see that a medicine 
was added/edited/deleted.
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Reminders page
Page removed

 -UX The stand-alone reminders screen was removed to simplify the user’s 
inputting/editing/removing process into one location (Medicine Cabinet).
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MediPal’s logo is inspired by the pills and medication the app is used to 
track. The logo reflects the simplicity and user-friendliness of the app. 
The logo concept uses the typeface Product Sans in white as the logo 
will often appear on the primary colour used in MediPal (#6A81DE). 
The illustration is meant to represent the two halves of the app’s name 
and to allow the app to appear more friendly and inviting.

112Logo

MediPal

Concept



Using the x-height of the tallest letter “M”, it indicates the 
area where other elements should not be placed.

Safety Application Zone

MediPal
M
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#FFFFFF

RGB 255,255,255

#6A81DE

RGB 106,129,222

MediPal

Primary Logo

Secondary Logo

MediPal

MediPal

Secondary Logo

Secondary Logo

MediPal
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Improper Usage

Do not change spacing 

No non-brand colours

MediPal

MediPal

Do not distort or rotate

Do not change letterforms

MediPal

MediPal

No Gradients

No Shadows nor effects

MediPal

MediPal

MediPal

MediPal

DON’T have text above illustration

DON’T have text on the left side
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Brand Colours

Brand Colours (Gray scale)

Primary Accent Colours

Secondary Dark

#6A81DE

#000000 #4B49BB

#666666 #F89C51

#65C1BC#D4DAF5

#333333 #7A5BF5

#949494

#FF8F8F

RGB 106,129,222

RGB 0,0,0 RGB 75,73,187

RGB 102,102,102 RGB 248,156,81


RGB 101,193,188RGB 212,218,245

RGB 51,51,51 RGB 122,91,245

RGB 148,148,148

RGB 255,143,143

#FCFCFF

#707070 #58CAEA

#FFFFFF

RGB 252,252,255

RGB 112,112,112 RGB 88,202,234

RGB 255,255,255
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#FFFFFF
Secondary Background Colour
Colour

#FFFFFF

RGB 255,255,255
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Login



#F89C51
Secondary Dark Colour
Colour

#000000
Primary Text Colour
Colour

#D4DAF5
Brand Colour, Secondary Accent Colour
Colour

#58CAEA
Secondary Dark Colour
Colour

#000000

RGB 0,0,0

#F89C51

RGB 248,156,81


#58CAEA

RGB 88,202,234

#D4DAF5

RGB 212,218,245
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In Use
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#FF8F8F
Accent Text Colour
Colour

#707070
Secondary Text Colour
Colour

#949494
Secondary Text Colour
Colour

#FF8F8F

RGB 255,143,143

#949494

RGB 148,148,148

#707070

RGB 112,112,112
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In Use
Home



#333333
Secondary Text Colour
Colour

#666666
Navigation Accent Colour
Colour

#65C1BC
Accent Colour
Colour

#666666

RGB 102,102,102

#333333

RGB 51,51,51

#65C1BC

RGB 101,193,188

121Colour

In Use
Home
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The images were chosen to match the simplicity and the friendliness of our app.  
The illustrations are mainly use in onboarding. As our app is for tracking, it is  
important to remember the date and time. The images relate to the questions  
asked during onboarding.


Illustration Source: https://iradesign.io/

42
7 1

01
5

1
820
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Illustration 1

The illustration depicts people 
putting a picture together like 
the account the user is making.

Illustration 2

The illustration depicts a girl 
with her hand up and is used to 
direct users to the area where 
information needs to be filled 
out.

Usage
Onboarding
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Illustration 5
The boy is taking a selfie like 
how the page indicates for an 
image of the user to be added.

Usage
Onboarding

Illustration 3
The illustration depicts a 
child and father together to 
represent dependants.
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Illustration 5
A calendar illustration as the 
question is about tracking 
the medications to the days.

Illustration 6
The illustration depicts a 
person with her hand up and 
is used to direct users to the 
area where information 
needs to be filled out.

In Use
Onboarding
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Illustration 7
The illustration depicts  
a person which is the 
avatar for the user’s 
profile if they do not 
wish to upload an image.

In Use
Profile Avatars
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Font SizeWeight

Ink

Typography

30 ptBold

20 ptBold

20 ptRegular

18 pt

16 pt

Regular 

Regular 

#000000

Product Sans

Heading

Subheading 1 - Large

Subheading 1 - Small

Caption

Caption - Small
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Font SizeWeight

Ink

Typography

18 pt

18 pt

14 pt

Regular 

Bold

Medium

#666666

Roboto

Body



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed 
do eiusmod tempor incididunt 
ut labore et dolore magna 
aliqua. Cursus turpis massa 
tincidunt dui ut ornare lectus.

Subheading 2

Caption 2

14 ptRegularCaption 3
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#333333
Heading
Colour

#949494
Caption
Colour

#666666
Caption 2
Colour

#FFFFFF
Subheading 1 - Large
Colour

#FFFFFF
Subheading 1 - Large
Colour

#000000
Caption - Small
Colour
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In Use
Home



#FFFFFF
Heading
Colour

#6A81DE
Body 1
Colour

#000000
Subheading 1 - Small
Colour

#666666
Body 2
Colour

#DB6666
Body 3
Colour
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In Use
Medicine Cabinet



#000000
Subheading 1 - Large
Colour

#000000
Body 2
Colour

#6A81DE
Subheading 1 - Small
Colour

#666666
Body 2
Colour
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In Use
Medicine Database



#FFFFFF
Heading
Colour

#000000
Subheading 1 - Large
Colour

#FFFFFF
Caption
Colour

#666666
Body 2
Colour
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In Use
Medicine Information



#000000
Heading
Colour

#000000
Body 2
Colour
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In Use
Onboarding



#000000
Heading
Colour

#000000
Body 2
Colour
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In Use
Login



#6A81DE
Caption 3
Colour

#000000
Subheading 1 - Small
Colour

#6A81DE
Heading
Colour

#000000
Caption 3
Colour

#000000
Caption 2 
Colour
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In Use
History



#6A81DE
Heading
Colour

#000000
Subheading 1 - Small
Colour

#000000
Caption 1
Colour
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In Use
Settings
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?

iInformation, Check-off

Add Photo, Add

Barcode Scanner, Unsure of Medical 
Information

Home,  Cabinet, Search, Settings

Delete, Edit, Calendar
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Overview



Navigation Bar
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In Use
Navigation



Navigation Bar

Calendar

Information
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In Use
Home



Edit

Add Photo
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In Use
Onboarding



Search

Information

Add Medicine

Navigation

Delete Edit
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In Use
Medicine Cabinet



Search

Unsure of 
Medical 
Information

Barcode 
Scanner

Navigation

Barcode 
Scanner
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In Use
Medicine Database
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Create Account Button

Next Button
325px Width, 49px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Text Colour #6A81DE

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px

325px Width, 49px Height

Colour #6A81DE, Text Colour #FFFFFF

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px

147Buttons & Text Boxes

Large Buttons



Selected

325px Width, 49px Height

Colour #6A81DE, Text Colour #FFFFFF

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px

Not Selected

325px Width, 49px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Text Colour #6A81DE

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px

148Buttons & Text Boxes

Large Buttons



Add Image Button

158px Width, 158px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Outline Colour #666666

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%


149Buttons & Text Boxes

Large Buttons



Task Card Not Selected

Task Card Selected

258px Width, 298px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Text Colour #333333

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px

158px Width, 432px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Text Colour #333333

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px

150Buttons & Text Boxes

Large Buttons



Refill Request Send Button
325px Width, 49px Height

Colour #6A81DE, Text Colour #FFFFFF

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px

325px Width, 49px Height

Colour #6A81DE, Text Colour #FFFFFF

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px

151Buttons & Text Boxes

Large Buttons



Add to Medicine Cabinet Button

257px Width, 47px Height

Colour #6A81DE, Text Colour #FFFFFF

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px

152Buttons & Text Boxes

Large Buttons



Settings Selected

325px Width, 76px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Text Colour #6A81DE

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 15px

Settings Not Selected

325px Width, 76px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Text Colour #000000

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 15px

153Buttons & Text Boxes

Large Buttons



Not Selected

153px Width, 45px Height

Colour #FCFCFF, Text Colour #6A81DE

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px

Selected

325px Width, 76px Height

Colour #6A81DE, Text Colour #FFFFFF

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px

154Buttons & Text Boxes

Medium Buttons



Task Not Completed Task Completed

153px Width, 49px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Text Colour #FF8F8F

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px

153px Width, 49px Height

Colour #65C1BC, Text Colour #FFFFFF

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px
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Medium Buttons



Add Medicine Button

Add Account Button

52.83px Width, 52.83px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Outline Colour #C4C4C4


59px Width, 59px Height

Colour #6A81DE, Text Colour #FFFFFF

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%
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Medium Buttons



Add Account Button
Camera Button

153px Width, 49px Height

Colour #6A81DE, Text Colour #FFFFFF

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 30px

55px Width, 55px Height

Colour #6A81DE, Text Colour #FFFFFF

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%
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Medium Buttons



Back Button

Time Button

Next Button

Frequency Button

15pt, Text Colour #FFFFFF

Stroke 4px, #FFFFFF


86px Width, 34px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Text Colour #666666

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 15px



15pt, Text Colour #6A81DE 

Stroke 4px, #6A81DE 


325px Width, 76px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Text Colour #666666

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 15px
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Small Buttons



Medicine Information Button

Not Active

29px Width, 29px Height

Colour #6A81DE


80px Width, 90px Height

Colour #666666


159Buttons & Text Boxes

Active
80px Width, 90px Height

Colour #6A81DE


Small Buttons



Barcode Scanner

Selected

Not Selected

20px Width, 20px Height

Colour #FFFFFF

30px Width, 30px Height

Colour #6A81DE, Outline Colour #C4C4C4


30px Width, 30px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Outline Colour #C4C4C4
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Small Buttons



Not Selected

Selected Date

Selected Calendar

Selected

24px Width, 26px Height

Stroke 1.5px, Colour #333333

21px Width, 21px Height

Colour #6A81DE, Text Colour #FFFFFF

327px Width, 245px Height

Colour #FFFFFF

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 10px



24px Width, 26px Height

Stroke 1.5px, Colour #6A81DE
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Small Buttons
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Search Item

74px Width, 47px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Text Colour #666666

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 10px

Profile Form Field

Month Form Field

325px Width, 35px Height

Text Colour #666666

Stroke 1px #666666

149px Width, 47px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Text Colour #666666

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 10px

Text Boxes
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Search Bar
280px Width, 29px Height

Colour #EEEEEE, Text Colour #A0A0A0

Search Item

325px Width, 157px Height

Colour #FFFFFF, Text Colour #666666

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 15px


Text Boxes
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Medicine Info Field
325px Width

18pt, Text Colour #666666

Drop Shadow; Blur 15px, 0x, 4y. #000000, 15%

Round Corners, 15px



Text Boxes
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166Layout

4 Column Grid

66px Width

25px Margin

20px Gutter



A 4 column grid system was used because the app should be simple 
so elements will not be aligned to too many different places. Also, as 4 
columns can be equally divided it is easier to centre elements and 
distribute things evenly.


Grid System
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Navigation

Each element is centred in 
each column

Calendar
Elements fit within the gutter

Profile Picture

Image right-aligned with 
fourth column 

Logo and Welcome

Left aligned to first column

In Use
Home
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Padding
25px

Padding
47px

Padding
30px

Padding
25px

Padding
17px

In Use
Home
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Search Bar

Elements fit within 
the gutter

Cards

Elements fit within 
the gutter

Subheading

Left aligned to first 
column

Heading

Centre aligned between  
column 2 and 3

In Use
Medicine Cabinet
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Padding
44px

Padding
14px

Padding
52px

Padding
32px

Padding

25px

Padding
32px

Padding
25px

Padding
11px

Padding
20px

In Use
Medicine Cabinet
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Padding
25px

Padding
30px

Padding
35px

Padding
10px

Padding
10px

Padding
10px

Padding
25px

Padding
25px

Padding
35pxIn Use

Medicine Cabinet
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Padding
10px

Padding
574px

Padding
25px

In Use
Switch Account
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Tap Scroll
Tapping is used to buttons, 


selections and expanding content.
Scrolling can be done vertically and horizontally.

Touch Controls
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178Interview Response Data

1.  How old are you? 2.  Which one out of the following are you: working, 

      student, retired or other (Please specify)

The participants we consulted were between the ages 20 to 74 years old. 
Half of the participants were young adults and the other half was a senior 
and a middle-aged adult.

All of the participants have experienced a form of occupancy. Out of the four 
interviewees, two of the interviewees were working, One was a retired senior, 
and another was a student.

74 years old. 

26 years old.

57 years old. 

20 years old.

Retired.

Working, did not specify a job. 

Working.

Nursing Student.

A. 

B.

C. 

D. 

A. 

B.

C. 

D. 

Reminders and Notifications Ease of UseLocation
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3.  When it comes to scheduling, do you use or have 

      any apps on your phone?

4.  Do you have a lot of medications? If yes, what types  
      of medications? (i.e. prescribed medications, 
      over-the-counter medications, or supplements).Majority of the participants do not use any form of scheduling for taking 

their medication. Out of the interviewees we consulted, only one interviewee 
uses a scheduling application.

The majority of the participants do not take many over the counter medications. 
Two  of the participants had prescribed medicine in the past for health concerns 
that were not life threatening. Conversely, participant A uses diverse medications; 
both prescribed and over the counter for a variety of health issues. Participant C 
is also prescribed medication to help their bad cholesterol. on their phone.


Uses the app,  to view their work calendar and manage when 
they are on and off work.


only the reminders 
app on their phone.

Does not have any scheduling applications
 Quickbase,

No.

Does not use any apps on their phones for scheduling, 

of prescribed and Over the counter medication. Their prescribed 
medication is for a chronic illness; high blood pressure. They take three 
pills in the morning and two in the evening. Their supplements are Vitamin 
C and D3, and they take them irregularly.


 but they used to take pills for there asthma in the past.


 of medication, they do not use any prescribed 
medications at the moment, they used to use Birth Control.

Has a lot 

Not at the moment,
No, just Crestor.

Does not have a lot

A. 

B.



C. 

D. 

A.




 

B.

C. 

D. 

Reminders and Notifications Ease of UseLocation
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Reminders and Notifications Ease of UseLocation

5.  How often do you use medication? Are any of the 

      dosages prescribed to be taken at a strict schedule?

6.  How often does your over the counter  
      medication expire?

The participants we consulted were between the ages 20 to 74 years old. 
Half of the participants were young adults and the other half was a senior 
and a middle-aged adult.


A challenge all the participants faced is being unaware of when their 
medication expires exactly. 2 of the participants worry their medications 
expire without them knowing.

every day. 

Not often, but in the past, everyday, 

daily.

an exact hour everyday 

Takes medication Their morning and evening prescribed 

medication is taken on a strict schedule.


they took asthma medication however 

they indicated that it was not mandatory.


Uses medication  Yes, prescriptions are to be taken at a specific time.


Often takes Tylenol and Melatonin. The medication they used to take, 

Accutane and Birth Control, needed to be taken at 

because they had strict timings.


Their over the counter medication expires approximately two or three times 

a year without them realizing.


Never runs out of refills and needs extra/more prescriptions.


Over the counter medication never expires, without them remembering.


Does not check when their medications expire but is worried when they 

have had their medication for too long.


A.


 


B.



C. 


D. 

A.


 


B.


C. 


D. 
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Reminders and Notifications Ease of UseLocation

7.  How often do you run out of refills and/or need extra 

      more prescriptions?
All participants need to get their medication refilled. However, how often they 
needed refills varied from not often, every 3 months to monthly. Also, interviewee 
D said they get reminders from their doctors.



Half of the participants said they track their medication mentally, while the 
other half said they do not keep track of their medication.

Every month

monthly.
Not often.


every 3 months,

Never runs out of prescribed medication or needs more.  they 
are booked for an appointment at their doctor where they receive a new 
consultation and then receive their new medication dosages.

In the past, they had to refill their asthma medicine  


Needed to get their refills for Birth Control  and it was very 
crucial for them to get their refills before the medications ran out.


Mentally keeps track of their medication. They have labelled two separate 
boxes (evening and morning). These boxes are left frequently on their 
countertop so they remember to take the pills.

Mentally keeps track of their medicine.

Does not keep track of your medications and supplements.

Did not have a strict routine and wishes they did because they missed 

a few doses.

A.

 



B.

C. 

D. 

A.

 



B.

C. 

D. 
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Reminders and Notifications Ease of UseLocation

9.  Do you have any dependents who take supplements or       

      special medication(s)? If yes, how often?
Half of the participants did not have a dependant. Interviewee D has an adult 
dependent, who forgets to take their medication. Said dependent requires 
prescribed medication everyday. And interviewee C has a dependent who 
does not need medication nor supplements.

While most participants keep their medication in different areas, it is stored in 
an accessible location. One of the four participants takes their medication 
on-the-go.

Has a dependent that takes prescribed medication. Their dependent takes 
one pill in the morning for their thyroid gland and one in the evening for 
high blood pressure.

Does not have any dependents.

Does have a dependent who does not take supplements or medication(s).

Does not have any dependents.


 in a basket, in a corner,

in a medicine cabinet and in their backpack.

Kitchen Cupboard.


on their nightstand

Has their medication is kept  and in their home. 
Also on the windowsill for important medications.

Keeps their medicine 
Keeps their medication in the 
Keeps their medication  beside their bed.


A.

 



B.

C.

D. 

A.

 

B.

C. 

D. 
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Reminders and Notifications Ease of UseLocation

11.  If there was a digital platform to help you and your  
        dependents, what are some features that you would  
        like to see?


Would like for the application to have:
 Would like to see:


Would like to see a digital applcation that features:
Would like to see:

A.

 






C.

B.
D.

All participants want the ability to input their medications or supplements into an 
app. They wish to receive notifications, reminders, and alarms for when; to take, 
refill, or replace their pharmaceuticals.


• 

• 

• 


• 

 for when to take their prescribed medication

 for when they have to go to the doctor’s appointment.


An alarm for when their Over-The-Counter 

An alarm
A reminder

medication expiry




 because they seem like they are an 

important component.
Notifications and reminders

• 

• 

• 

• 



alarms 

and push notifications).

Notifications of when to take prescribed medications (i.e. 

 to remind them before their medications finish so 
they can get their medications ahead of time 

When their medications expire

An alarm

A reminder system

(refill)
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185User Testing Invitation

We are students from the York/Sheridan Program in Design, currently taking a 
course called User-centred Design: Prototyping and Usability. We are conducting 
a series of user testing sessions to evaluate the functionality and also the overall 
look and feel of our interactive digital product.

 

Keeping track of your medicine can be difficult. Many people find it tiring and 
overwhelming to keep track of their medicine. MediPal aims to help these people 
by providing them with a digital solution that is convenient, organized, and easy 
to use. The key features of MediPal include the ability to keep track of multiple 
medications and supplements for yourself and your dependents, to set 
scheduled reminders, and to access and update medicine information.



A database of resources are available for the users to learn more about their 
medicine and supplements. MediPal will provide the user with the ability to 
request prescriptions from their doctor.   



We are calling out for interested individuals who would like to participate in a 
20-minute user testing session followed by a 15-20 minute interview. We are 
specifically interested in investigating how easy it is to perform given tasks and 
achieve specific results using our interactive prototype.

 


[Primary Investigator]

During the interview, you will be able to express your opinions, desires and further 
expectations from the product. The ultimate goal of this user testing session and 
interview is to get your feedback to improve the overall quality of our product.

 

The user testing session will be online using the video conferencing platform, Zoom 
video communications. If you are interested in participating in this user testing 
session, you have the option of choosing from one of the dates stated below that 
works best with your schedule.

 

Monday, November 16, 2020 (4:30pm-9:30pm)

Tuesday, November 17, 2020 (6pm-9:30pm)

Wednesday, November 18, 2020 (12:30pm-2:30pm)

Thursday, November 19, 2020 (9am-3pm)



Thank you in advance for your consideration. Your input is very important to us.



Best,




User Testing

Data
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Objective
Analyze the effectiveness of the onboarding processes

Task 1

Participant 1 Participant 3

You are new to the app and would like to create an account while considering 
your privacy via sms.

Rolls over bottom of page looking for button to click.

[00:15]  User repeated the task to themselves and began the process of creating  
              an account.



[01:25]   
User suggests back buttons. 



User spends time SMS or email address option for  
              Password Protection.

[00:24]  User begins to create a new account after confirming the user scenario.



[01:13]  

[02:15]   before clicking the 

[02:34]  User asks if there is an option to change the [user] settings later on. 



[03:03]  Spends time on selecting options for “What brings you to us”.



[03:42]  Suggests a next and back button.

*Areas highlighted in blue are key insights from the user testing 

Participant 2

get SMS text for Password Protection.

[00:20]  User seamlessly creates account. 



[00:58]  Confirms if they will 
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Objective
Analyze the effectiveness of the onboarding processes

Task 2

Participant 1 Participant 2

Participant 3

You are new to the app and want to start managing your daily medications 
better. You are a 60-year-old grandparent who takes medication every day, 
who lives with a 15-year-old granddaughter that you take care of.

 Needs clarification “How often do you use your medications” and  
              the options.



needs clarification  
              on what “Dependants” means.



User needs clarification on what “Dependants” means and needs clarification  
              on who the medication is for 

[01:35]  Mentioned that the graphics were cute.



[01:45]  on the 

[02:05]  User is not sure if they should select the “Dependants” and 

[02:40]  
while on the “Do you manage your dependants  

              medicine” page.

Spends time “What brings you to us”. 



Scrolls over Profile summary

[01:09]  reading over options for 

[01:51]  to see if there are any inputs for them  
             before proceeding.    

 Asks how they will add profile picture.



clarification on dependants meaning.



[04:03] 

[05:03]  Asks for 

[05:30]  Spends time reading over profile summary of dependants before  
               clicking next. 
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Objective
Evaluate the flow and organization between the features and navigation

Task 3

Participant 1
Participant 3

Participant 2

You finished creating an account and log in, now you want to explore the 
home page. 

Spends time reading through notifications - seems confused on how  
              notifications are organized. 



[03:40]  Notes they see a calender-like asset on the top. 



[03:45]  Notes that it’s good that the dates are present. 



[03:57]  Mentions the timestamps and dosage are useful and says the information in  
              the card is comprehensive.



[04:23]  

[04:48]  Notes having all the notification in one section is useful - especially for an  
              older audience.


Spends time  dates and profile section. 



Spends time notification section.

[02:40]  scrolling over and notes the

[03:10] reading over 

 Mentions that all the notifications should be present in the  
              notification section.



categorizing notifications.


[06:42] 

[07:43]  Suggests 
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the reminders feature

Task 4

Participant 1

Participant 3

Participant 2

You just took your medication, Lotrel, a medicine for your high blood pressure 
and would now like to mark it as complete.

[5:13] User did not have difficulty completing task.


[8:31] Asks for clarification for the medicine name at first, then completes the 

           task with ease.

[3:26] User swiftly completes the task.
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the Medicine Cabinet feature

Task 5

Participant 1 Participant 3

Participant 2

You want to check how much Adderall you have left. You notice that you only 
have 3 pills left and you want to send a request to your doctor for more.

[5:33] Participant articulates some confusion on what to do after viewing the 

           amount of pills left. 



[5:54] Participant did not experience difficulty in the prescription request process.


 
when it does not work they take some time to search the app for the  

           prescription request.



expresses that the prototype of the prescription request should be  
           linked better. (i.e. text box only fills that text  
           box and no other text box).

[8:56] Participant tries to tap the Adderall notification on the home page first,  
           

[9:54] Participant 

 



[10:34] Participant articulates that the feature is nice. 
[4:00] Participant experiences network lag causing the screen to load only partially  
           at first. 



[4:17] User expresses that the feature is cool.
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the Medicine Cabinet feature

Task 6

Participant 1 Participant 3

Participant 2

You want to add a partially used bottle of Tylenol into the app to keep track 
of how much is left and when it expires. The bottle only has 20 pills left and 
expires in January.

[6:21] Participant expresses some confusion when they see an entry for 

           Tylenol already.



[6:36] Participant shows some difficulty with entering data at first, but completes  
           the task after hearing the scenario again.




Unable to complete the task participant asks for the facilitator to take control  
             of prototype.



affordance of the medication photo is not clear.

Participant shows and articulates confusion when inputting 

             medicine information.

[11:11] Participant shows difficulty during the adding medicine process.



[11:36] 

[11:48] Participant articulates that the   
             Also expresses that the medication photo should not be the first thing inputted  
             by user during adding process.



[12:40] 

User expresses confusion after adding the medication, stating “I don’t 

           know if I added it
           

[4:37] Participant completes task quickly.



[4:53] 
”, but finds the added Tylenol at the bottom of the 


Medicine cabinet afterwards.
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the Reminders feature

Task 7

Participant 1 Participant 2

You take your high blood pressure medication, Lotrel, twice a day, once at 7:00 
am and another at 8:00 pm. However, you recently started working later and wish 
to change your daily morning notification for your Lotrel dose to 8:00 am.

 shows some difficulty (3 seconds) in identifying where they 

           should click
[7:36] The participant

 to edit Lotrel’s medical information. 



[7:40] The participant easily changes the task from 7:00 am to 8:00 am and            

           completes the task at 7:42. 



[7:46] The user is unsure of where to go after they completed their task and scrolls 

           up and down on the Lotrel information page for 3 seconds. 




initially clicks on the ‘Reminders page’ to edit their medication updates.



unsure of what to do and expresses that they are unclear of what 

           should be changed.



unsure if they 

           completed the task.

[5:22] The user 

[5:30] Participant is 

[5:39] The user successfully goes to the ‘Medicine Cabinet’ page and clicks on Lotrel to 

            edit the information.



[5:49] The user completes the task and expresses that they were 
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the Reminders feature

Task 7

Participant 3

You take your high blood pressure medication, Lotrel, twice a day, once at 7:00 
am and another at 8:00 pm. However, you recently started working later and 
wish to change your daily morning notification for your Lotrel dose to 8:00 am.

shows some difficulty in identifying where they should click

 They scroll to the bottom of the Lotrel page and are unsure of where  
              to go. After 13 seconds, from starting the task, the participant finally   
              clicks on the edit button. 



 asks for clarification about the description, by stating that

             something is not right. It should say ‘took two pills in the morning at 8am 

             and two at 8pm’, otherwise it be, ‘take two pills, one at 8am and one at  
             8pm’; which does not correlate to the task. 


[14:25] The user  to 
edit Lotrel’s medical information. 



[14:35]

[14:51] The user successfully changes the time from 7am and 8am, and  
             completes the task. 



[15:02] The user

The user expresses that the information didn’t save and tries to complete   
              the task again.
[15:54] 

 



[16:05] The user exclaims that the information was updated and realizes that no 

             changes where made. 



[16:23] The user gets distracted and tries to check the information page for  

             Lotrel again. 
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the Reminders feature

Task 8

Participant 1 Participant 2

You want to add a new reminder that repeats every Sunday at 1:00 pm for your 
amino acid supplement called L-Lysine.

unhesitatingly begins the task before the whole scenerio was 

            provided. after a few 

            moments of hesitation they click the ‘add button’.



shows some difficulty in understanding what they should click on to

            begin inputing the information. 

inquires whether the task asked for an alarm or a notification.



[7:57] The participant 
They click on the ‘Reminders’ page and subsequentley 

[8:03] The user 
It takes them 3 seconds to understand.



[8:13] The participant 

[8:20] Participant successfully completes the task.


clicks on the ‘Reminders’ navigation and inquires what the 

            task was.



successfully clicks on the 

           ‘add button’ and inputs the required information.



questioningly states that they added the reminder and scrolls             

           down to verify or check that it’s there.

[6:06] The participant 

[6:16] After being provided the task the participant 

[6:30] The user 
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the Reminders feature

Task 8

Participant 3

You want to add a new reminder that repeats every Sunday at 1:00 pm for your 
amino acid supplement called L-Lysine.

 initially scrolls down the ‘Medicine Cabinet’ page to find the  
              L-Lysine card.



 The participant expresses that they don’t see the card for L-Lysine in the  
             ‘Medicine Cabinet’ page.



The participant inquires whether this is a  
             medicine that you already have on the list, and if it’s a new medicine.



Participant states that they knows where the ‘Reminder’ page is, however, 

             they articulate that the medicine should be in the cabinet.

[16:30] The participant

[16:44]

[16:44] The interviewer repeats the task. 

[17:05] Participant furthur expresses that they don’t see the medicine in the ‘Cabinet’.



[17:19] 

The participant inquires if this is a reminder for a medicine that is not in   
             the cabinet. They state that if this is a reminder for a medicine that you  
             already have in your cabinet and you want to change the reminder then it  
             should show. If you don’t have it and you want to add the medicine as  
             well as the reminder. 



[17:19] The participant clicks on the ‘Reminder’ page and the add button.



[18:03] 

[19:00] The participant inputs the data for the L-Lysine reminder and completes 

             the task.
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Objective
Gauge the effectiveness of the Reminders feature

Task 9

Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

You usually take your Vitamin D supplement during your lunch, however, you 
take your lunch an hour later and want to change your Vitamin D notification 
to 1:00 pm.

Participant did not experience difficulty in the reminders feature process.


[8:24] The participant unhesitatingly begins the task before the whole scenerio 

            was provided. 



[8:34] 

The participant is unsure of whether their completed the task.


[6:45] The participant expresses that they found the Vitamin D in their ‘Reminders’ 

           and successfully completes the task



[6:58] 

The participant clicks on the Vitamin D reminder in the ‘Reminders’ page and 

              inquires what they should input and successfully completes the task. 
[19:30] 
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Objective
Analyze the effectiveness of the app’s search function 

Task 10

Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

You have been prescribed Ambien Oral for your insomnia and want to learn more 
about it. After reading about Ambien Oral you want to add it to the app. You want 
to set up alarms and notifications for 9:00 pm everyday to take her dose of 1 pill.

[00:00] User did not have any difficulty completing task.



[12:36] User commented adding medicine through the search function was “super  
             quick” and he liked how the feature allows users to explore the basis of how  
             and for what they should take certain medicines for.


unsure if they have successfully added the medicine

[00:00] User did not have any difficulty completing task.



[8:00] User is  after pressing  
           the ‘save’ button.


 label the navigation bar

Suggests a page to confirm the medicine was added.



unsure where the search information would come from, 

expecting more information

[20:20] User opts to go to the ‘Add Reminder’ function to directly set up the alarms 
             and notifications.



[20:40] User suggests to  as she is unable to understand the  
              meanings of the icons.



[21:44} After locating the ‘Search’ function user added the medicine with ease.



[22:34] User is confused about how after adding the reminder, it jumps to the  
             ‘Home’ page. 

[30:30] User was whether it be  
             from the internet or one created for the app.



[30:54] User comments on  to be on the database’s  
             search result.




 ’History’ page listed inside ‘Settings’.



‘History’, I almost feel like  
             my first instinct was not to go into settings. Though when I do go in and  
             see “History” I can navigate from there...”



[9:35] User had trouble clicking the ‘Nov 6’ button on the home page’s list  
           of dates.



[9:48] User instead locates the

[10:50] “When I was trying to look for like a trend or a 

[14:31] User says he understands there is no other place to put the  
             ‘History’ feature.
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Objective
Analyze the effectiveness of the app’s search function 

Task 11

Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

You want to see if you missed any medications on November 6th.

did not find the  
           ‘History’ page.
[8:18] User did not have any difficulty completing task. However, they 

unable to locate the day and looked in ‘Reminder’ and ‘Settings’.
[23:40] User is confused as the scenario is November  6, not the first. She was 

              However 

             she was unable to click on November 1 and was corrected on the date  
             she should look for.



[24:19] After locating the proper date, the user did not have difficulty checking to 

             see she did not miss a medication.



[32:40] After discovering the ‘History’ page from the settings, user realized the  
             other solution to find the past tasks.
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[10:21] User did not have difficulty completing task



[10:43] User comments , “It would be my natural instincts to look into  
             accessibility...”


Objective
Evaluate the flow and organization between the features and navigation

Task 12

Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

You have a hard time reading some small text and want to increase the font size 
to a larger size.




[8:39] User did not have any difficulty completing task.

unsure of the changes she made to the font size are saved

User suggests the of ‘Accessibility’ to the seperating ‘Font size’ and ‘Dark Mode’  
             or just calling it “Screen Settings”.

[24:50] User was unsure where to change font size and checks ‘Search’ then ‘Home’.



[25:00] After finding the ‘Settings’ page, user has trouble locating the  
             ‘change font size function’.



[25:24] User commenting that the function was “a bit hidden” and ‘Accessibility’ can be  
             difficult to understand.



[25:37] User  and will change  
             the interface once she exits the page.



[25:59] 
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